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Visit our Blog


For more information about NHCC contact Paul Peterson pmjpeterson@sbcglobal.net
Members should visit and subscribe to the NHCC Blog in order to stay informed: http://www.nhccphotoblog.blogspot.com/






Find Us On Social Media
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NHCC Apparel, etc.


Please visit our store at CafePress to purchase NHCC paraphenalia







	


	















































External Link Disclaimer


NHCC provides links to external websites for informational purposes only as a convenience to our members. Use of any information contained in these websites is voluntary on the part of the members linking to them. Neither NHCC nor its members has any control of the content of other Internet sites. NHCC bears no responsibility for the accuracy, legality or content of external Websites or for that of subsequent links, we just try to select sites that will be useful for our members. We try to ensure that the websites linked and any other links from this website contain "safe" content for everyone, but be aware that some sites contain explicit and other potentially offensive material due to the subject matter of the photographs exhibited. Users should contact the external Website with questions or concerns regarding its content. The content of a linked website may change at any time; if you find a link that is broken (or inappropriate) please contact us at Paul Peterson pmjpeterson@sbcglobal.net]. Our site does allow for reader feedback, but we can not be held responsible for all of their content. We will remove anything that is deemed inappropriate. Readers agree not to post intentionally mean or harmful comments, upload virus, spam, or anything illegal, but we can not be held responsible if something like that does happens to occur.







	

Copyright


The images on this website are protected by copyright, they are not clipart, nor are they royalty-free or licensed under creative commons. They are protected by copyright and it is illegal to copy or use any portion of an image whether by photographic means, scanning, digital copying, or as a reference for another illustration and it is illegal to incorporate all or part of an image into another image. The original image, however modified or distorted, is still protected by copyright. All photographic images on this web site are copyrighted © by the  individual photographers, and may not be reproduced or transmitted in  any form in any medium without specific, written permission.
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